
ATTN: Can Manufacturing - Maintenance Managers and Manufacturing Engineers:  

Aluminum beverage Can Manufacturing is a growing global industry, with increasing demands being placed on 

Maintenance Managers and Manufacturing Engineers, to keep existing process machinery perfectly tuned to 

maximize throughput, maintain high quality, and keep costs down.  

These are not new challenges for the industry, which is why HyComp (now Saint-Gobain 
HyComp) was brought into the equation over 25 years ago to implement our carbon fiber 
reinforced polymers for bearing / wear applications. These materials were direct upgrades to 
bronze / metallic bearings and other ‘filled’ polymers because they could handle the high 
mechanical forces with little or no lubricant, while also improving alignment and extending 
service life. Machines ran longer with fewer adjustments needed, allowing the maintenance staff 
to spend their time elsewhere... Set and Forget bearings.  

I will post on other applications over the next few months (stay tuned for a post on Necker Ram Housing Reworks), but I’d like 

to begin near the beginning of the line; the Bodymaker. Inside the Bodymaker there are many areas of concern, in 

particular, the Ram Housing. PROBLEM: the shaft is long and the support housing is short. Bronze bushings used in the 

housing require high pressure fluid and pumps to maintain hydrostatic movement. This movement is difficult to 

maintain, leading to instability in the shaft and increased wear-and-tear on the expensive carbide dies used to draw 

out the body of the can.  

Enter the age of HyComp’s FibreComp material for upgrades to the ram housing bushing bearings. Because this is a 

very compressively strong, self-lubricating material, the shaft could actually come into contact with the bushing, 

providing more leading end stability, reducing wear on tooling, and improving overall efficiency.  

Our name is known in the industry, so those reading may be familiar with the OEM relationships we still maintain. 

This post is to remind you of the products we still offer directly to the Plants. In this instance I am referring to 

Bodymaker-Ram Housing REWORKS. We can refurbish any housing design by cleaning out old bearings, evaluating 

and fixing existing housings, and replacing or upgrading the composite bearing surfaces with our FibreComp bushing 

material, or other commercially available polymers.  

If you want your rework done by a company that helped introduce high-end bearing grade polymers to the Canning 

market, there is not another company to call other than HyComp (now Saint-Gobain HyComp). We have new process 

guidelines for our materials which allow them to handle submersion in any coolant, meaning the coolant and pump 

system require no changes.  

Please call or email now to learn more about this article and other applications we can help you with.  

THANK YOU for your current and future business (and for reading this article)!  

Patrick McSweeney : patrick.mcsweeney@saint-gobain.com : 216-849-3210  

 

 


